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On Nay 30, 1980 the undersigned telephoned Nr. Frank Ficandenti, Senior Vice-

President of the Atlantic City Electric Company (AEC), in connection with our

OL review in the above captioned matter. According to Electrical World,

1978-1979 Edition, AEC is a large inves or owned utility with a 1977 peak

load of 1766 NM and a generating capacity of 1503 WA. It serves electrical

power at wnolesale to about fi fty municipal electr'.'c departments . AEC has a

partial ownership in the Salem, Peach Bottom, and Hope Creek nuclear facilities.
i

The negotiations on behalf of PPKL for the Susquehanna nuclear project were

conducted by Frank Ficandenti. He reports that on September 24, 1979, PP8L

and AEC signed a purchase power agreement granting AEC a unit power purchase

until September 30, 1991 of 5.94"., net capacity (about 125 NW) of each of the

Susquehanna units. The Susquehanna units are reportedly due to come on line

in January 1982 and January 1.983.

Fi cadenti advises that AEC originally contacted PP3L about participation in

Susquehanna as part of a survey that AEC was making with a large number of

utilities to obrain additional generation. AEC might have Leen interes.ed in

ownership par icipation in the Susquehanna project, but PPKL was only offering

unit power for a limited period of time until 1991. This arrangement is

satisfactory wizn AEC because DEC is now planning on bringing a unit ci its

own on line in 1992.



AEC and PP&L are both members of the PJH pool. The wheeling arrangements for

AEC to receive the Susquehanna power are that PP&L will first wheel the power

from its system to a joint transmission line known as the EHY transmission

system. AEC is part owner of the EHV.line and will thus only pay a charge

for the use of the line in excess of its own allocations. The EHV line will

next, take the power to the LOY transmission line (Lower Delaware Valley line)

which is a joint transmission line in which AEC is also a participant. The

LDV line will deliver the Susquehanna power to the AEC system.

Nr. Ficadenti believes that PP&L has treated AEC fairly in all respects.

Respectfully submitted,

L. S. Dewey
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